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2 of 2 review helpful Blended and yet continuously still blending By Sherry C A family may be disassembled through 
divorce death or desertion This creates an emotional and perhaps physical upheaval with a disconnect from the 
familiar As the family is re assembled through the addition of another person or persons it must adjust adapt and grow 
into a new unit This is a collection of stories a wide variety of 95 million adults have a step relationship according to a 
2011 report That rsquo s 95 million unexpected experiences 95 million unique perspectives 95 million laughs 95 
million tears and 95 million new families Blended explores stepfamilies from the inside out through the perspectives 
of thirty writers who know what it rsquo s like first hand Sometimes funny often poignant and always deeply personal 
the stories in Blended capture the About the Author Samantha Waltz has been writing since childhood She sold her 
first story at age eleven to a local newspaper Her next stories were published in American Girl and she later worked as 
a guest editor and assistant editor for 
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